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By Isabel Deschamps  

A teacher is someone who 

lights a candle in darkness, 

 

Who shows the 

path to greatness, 

 

And helps you shine from within. 

 

A teacher is someone who 

is there when you struggle, 

 

Who brings patience 

to troubles, 

 

And changes the heart from within. 

 

A teacher is someone who 

opens the door to ideas, 

 

Who inspires the spark 

of creation, 

 

And plants seeds of knowledge from 

within. 

 

A teacher is someone who 

walks beside you, 

 

Who gives their hand 

to guide you, 

 

And changes the world from within. 

Mrs. Herbeck 

guides us in the 

right direction 

Life without 
teachers would be a 

mistake 

I love Mr. 

Carlson’s 

slide shows 

Mr. Carlson’s 
duck sweater 

inspired me 

Mr. Adcock 
is awesome 

Mr. Carlson 

will always be 

missed 

Student council 

will s
tink  

without M
rs. 

Murphy! 

Mrs. Murphy 

makes reading 

fun 

Mrs. Mar-
cantonio has great 

patience for all her 

students 

Mrs. S
tallard 

surprisin
gly 

made English 

fun 

Mrs. Stallard 
is a good teacher 

We appreciate all the 
teachers at NT middle 
school. Thanks for 
all that you do. 
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~ Dominic Parsons 

Rogue One Teaser Trailer Review 
 

The Rogue One Teaser Trailer was released on April 7th.  To be perfectly clear on 

what this movie is, it is NOT Star Wars 8.  This will be the first of multiple anthology films 

that are not directly connected to the Star Wars Episodic movies (aside from being part 

of the same universe obviously).  This film takes place in between Episode 3 and 4 and 

is about the Rebellion’s attempt to steal the plans to the Death Star. 

The trailer begins with a Rebel leader listing the various crimes Jyn Erso has com-

mitted.  This leads to her concluding “This is a rebellion isn’t it?  I rebel.”  It’s also worth 

noting that the casting for Mon Mothma is genius.  The actress Genevieve O’Reilly looks 

exactly like a younger Caroline Blakiston (the original actress in Return of the Jedi).  They 

ask Jyn to take part in a mission to get information and steal the plans to a new Imperial 

weapon (the Death Star).  This conversation is played over what is quite possibly my fa-

vorite shot from the trailer.  It is of a Star Destroyer in front of a shadow slowly casting 

away.  Then the scene cuts farther away to reveal the super laser cannon fastening into 

the body of the Death Star.   

Later an Imperial siren plays over the rest of the trailer resembling the Prome-

theus trailer.  Aside from it just sounding awesome, the siren serves sort of as a metro-

nome setting the pacing of the shots.  In these scenes we see Donnie Yen’s character 

beating up a group of Stormtroopers with a stick (further proving the utter uselessness 

of their armor) and a shot of the Rebel group running towards a crowd of AT-AT walkers.  

Finally ending with Forest Whitaker’s character asking “What will you become?” as Jyn is 

dressed in Imperial attire.  The trailer tries to make it seem as if Jyn is struggling be-

tween the Rebellion and the Empire, which could be true, though I believe it’s just her in 

a disguise. 

Conclusively, I thought this was a fantastic trailer.  The casting’s great and the cin-

ematography is shot gloriously.  Jyn Erso looks like an awesome character who can cer-

tainly carry on the movie.  The best part about this movie is, there’s no force.  This is 

about the foot soldiers of the Rebellion, not of the Jedi.  It is about the struggle of the 

people of the galaxy against the oppressive Empire, not of the light and dark side of the 

force.  There are rumors of Darth Vader being in the film and, honestly, to kind of contra-

dict what I just stated, I would be okay with that under one simple condition, Darth Vader 

is seen as a war general, not a Sith.  In this movie he should be known as a tyrannical 

leader, not the famous dark lord in the other movies.   

This film will hopefully be the gritty war movie I’ve always wanted to see.  Of 

course the others are about war, but this movie will center around it.  Ultimately, this was 

a great trailer.   
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~Gavin Crago 

School Culture and Global Issues 
 Since 12:00am, January 1st 2016, there are currently 3,335 recorded deaths due 
to guns in the United States and 6,712 recorded gun injuries. Globally there has been an 
unfathomable amount of deaths due to shootings, home invasions, car bombs, melee 
attacks, artillery attacks, suicide bombs, arson, assassination, and the list can go on. In 
three and a half months, countless amounts of humans and animals have been abused, 
injured, and killed  

How is any of this related to you? Well it isn’t yet, but all of the violence in our 
world is started by people. So if people don’t generate violence, you would suspect that 
the world would be a much more serene place.  
 Since 12:00am, January 1st 2016, I have either witnessed, been a part of, or heard 
about 3 fist-fights, theft, and a large number of disrespectful gestures and words used to 
teachers and students alike in the North Tonawanda Middle School. I am not proud of 
this. Who’s to say that the anger and tension in the atmosphere we’re creating won’t es-
calate into more violence and anger? This is where the violence starts. 
 We are the generation that will form society for our kids, grandkids, and many 

more generations after that. Middle school is a challenging and confusing time for every-

one taking part in it and we all have our own difficulties. But why should we push others 

down? We need to work together to achieve a peaceful world. 

Tech of Today 

After an explosive start to smartphones, innovations have been at an all-time 
low with new phones looking the exact same as it’s past 
model. However, Samsung is in the works of foldable 
smartphone (yes I said foldable). 
Samsung and other big corporations have been looking 
for something new. (“I mean let’s be honest, a foldable 
phone. That’s pretty new). The phone is said to be re-
leased sometime in 2017. 
Samsung doesn't comment on rumors relating to its up-
coming releases, so we may have to wait for more leaks 
to see if this one holds any water.  

~Evan Clausen 
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~ Salem Nyari 

The Hungry Otter 

 Emmitt the River Otter was hungry and he wanted something to eat, so he went to 

the Animal Mammal Store and got a clam for himself. He waited for a long time in line 

for a cashier..when, he FINALLY got to the cashier, he paid for the clam. The cashier 

was a female Sea Otter named Kelpintine. She asked, “Only one clam?” and Emmitt re-

sponded with “Yes, I am very lonely…” “Why?” asked the cashier. “My romp left me 

when I was only 2 months old….” Emmitt said. “I’m sorry to hear, I didn’t know.”  said 

Kelpintine sadly. “It’s fine.” said Emmitt “I’ve been alone for 5 years.” the cashier re-

sponded “Do you, maybe, want to get a bite to eat?” with a hopeful expression on her 

face.   

Later that evening, Emmitt and his pet crab, Greg, were talking about the cashier. “It’s 

not a date, she only wants to have dinner together.” said Emmitt. “I don’t know, it 

sounds like a date to me.” Said Greg.“Well, it’s NOT” Emmitt firmly said. “Fine, it’s 

not a date.” Said Greg 

 Emmitt was ready earlier on the night of the “date”. He went to the “Otterly Delicious 

Restaurant” and waited for Kelpintine to arrive. He had reserved a table for two. Hours 

Past and he thought she wasn’t coming. Then Kelpintine Finally showed up, she sat 

down, and Emmitt said “Glad you could make it.” “This place is lovely, great pick” She 

said “Thanks, my parents and I used to come here when I was little every Otter Day.” 

said Emmitt. 

After that, they had coffee together, every Wednesday night, but one evening Kelpintine 

Asked Emmitt something odd…  

TO BE CONTINUED… 
Did you know... 

Sea otters can live their ENTIRE 
life without leaving the water 
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~ Shane Reilly 

You have to admit McDonalds’ shamrock shakes are yummy. 

Well, if you don’t have the money to buy one, here is a quick 

and easy recipe. It tastes even more delicious that McDonald’s 

and doesn’t break the bank. 

Spring Shake!! 

Ingredients 

1 pint of vanilla ice cream. (Need at least two cups) 

¼ cup of your choice of milk. 

½ teaspoon of peppermint extract 

½ teaspoon of pure vanilla extract 

Directions  

First blend milk, cream, peppermint extract, vanilla extract, and food coloring 

(on pulse) until smooth. Pour in one or two serving cups. (Optional) Add your 

whip cream and sugar crystals. Enjoy!! 



Do you want to see an article  written 

by you in our newspaper? 

 

Well then you should join newspaper 

club! 

Listen to the morning and 

afternoon announcements 

for the meeting dates or 

times! 
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